Planning to stay alive

by Bruce Malloch

If you believe the myth, Canadian independent filmmakers used to operate a lot like Wild West gunslingers: shoot first, ask questions later. Distribution took care of itself, like the price of food and gasoline. But today, looking to survive in a tough marketplace, many filmmakers are examining the marketability of their productions before they shoot—a less romantic, but certainly more practical, approach.

For an independent filmmaker to achieve any sort of creative freedom, that filmmaker must first survive in the marketplace, and to survive in the marketplace, a distributor must be able to sell the filmmaker's work in high volume. Facts of life in the film business, but like many other facts of life, sometimes takes hard times and tight money to drive the point home. Yet Canada's non-theatrical distributors have done a much better job than their colleagues in the feature film and television industries in providing Canadian producers with exposure, adequate financial returns, and continuity of employment: three essentials for a solid industry. They have been successful because distributors and filmmakers in the non-theatrical sector have been able to work together, rather than at cross-purposes.

Bob Vale, president of Magic Lantern Films Ltd., feels the non-theatrical industry's most positive achievement has been the ability of filmmakers and distributors to successfully respond to market needs through careful planning. "We are producing and distributing a good number of Canadian films by properly pre-packaging projects so that they are assured of a decent return." Frances Broome, president of Kinetic Film Enterprises Ltd., maintains that fewer filmmakers are making films without knowing the marketplace. "They're not as naive as they used to be. They've wisened up in a hurry."

What is the "non-theatrical" sector?

Unfortunately, the term only tells you what the films are not and where you cannot see them; but non-theatrical films generally cover the media's informational and educational aspects, such as documentaries, training, and instructional films. They are bought by schools, libraries, colleges and universities, businesses, government, hospitals, corporations, religious and cultural organizations—anywhere film might be used more for its learning value than its entertainment qualities. So, for non-theatrical distributors, there is no "box office", no smash hits like E.T. or Porky's topping $100 million in gross revenues, and no huge failures which poison investment. Instead there is a conservative, relatively predictable buyer group acquiring films often for $500 or less per individual purchase.

The non-theatrical sector is much smaller than feature film. For the entire 1980 Canadian market, according to research prepared by Clarkson Gordon, expenditures totalled $17 million. The American non-theatrical market is much larger—estimated $75 million—but not easily accessible to Canadian distributors, though several have made respectable penetration south of the border. Its small size has made it difficult for the industry to lobby government for support, especially when larger, more troubled industries are also at government's ear. But, as Les Modolo, president of Marlin Motion Pictures Ltd., points out, the non-theatrical sector has not asked government for handouts; rather, like many other small businesses, it has asked only that government stay off the industry's back.

But changes brought down by the recent Ontario budget to the Retail Sales Act have posed an immediate problem for the non-theatrical sector, since many distributors are Ontario-based, and provincial sales account for 36 percent of the Canadian market. Modolo estimates the seven percent sales tax now being applied to non-theatrical films will mean buyers may lose over $350,000 worth of purchasing power; since allocations for purchasing educational materials at most public institutions are already tight, Ontario Revenue Minister George Ashe has exempted books of an educational, technical, cultural, or literary nature from the tax, but not audio-visual materials.
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But Michael McMillan of Atlantis Films, currently producing six half-hour dramas based on stories from Canadian literature for television and the educational market, feels "distributors do know what they're talking about. If a film will sell, it will sell. If it won't, don't make it."

"The educational market is all front end loaded with a very slow payout," explains Vale. "Investment by the producer is all up front to get the film finished. Investment by the non-theatrical distributor is up front to get the picture released." Expenses must be covered against a film whose market response will be over one to seven years, with the best sales coming between the second and fifth years, according to Vale. "A year in distribution is nothing," says Frances Broome, who takes on films for a minimum of two years, keeping really good films for five years or more to reap full benefits. The non-theatrical sector is less complicated and more predictable than feature film, and far less expensive. "A year in distribution is nothing," says Frances Broome, who takes on films for a minimum of two years, keeping really good films for five years or more to reap full benefits. The non-theatrical sector is less complicated and more predictable than feature film, and far less expensive. "A year in distribution is nothing," says Frances Broome, who takes on films for a minimum of two years, keeping really good films for five years or more to reap full benefits. The non-theatrical sector is less complicated and more predictable than feature.
these films are often handy when it comes to distributing those films in foreign countries. As producers are becoming more aware of what they can get out of the distribution market, they are becoming more reluctant to give away rights they can better exploit themselves.

Traditionally, distributors have asked for and received a film’s world non-theatrical rights from producers, and many still have a policy of asking for exclusive rights. But they are asking, not demanding; the practice is no longer accepted without question by producers. Such an attitude has challenged non-theatrical distributors to come up with better deals for the international markets; some distributors, like Bob Vale at Magic Lantern, will negotiate world non-theatrical rights from a producer in exchange for a distribution guarantee (a guaranteed minimum annual return to investors), which he did with Atlantic Films for their six-part Canadian drama series.

Most distributors don’t like to talk about guarantees. Frances Broome says Kinetic doesn’t give them, asking “What good do they do anyone? It just puts us under pressure. We want as many sales as producers, maybe more.” Stuart Grant admits his company has given guarantees before, but feels “they are hard to give during these present times.” Even Vale is having second thoughts, saying guarantees “are becoming harder and harder to justify” in the shrinking marketplace. But precedents have now made filmmakers less afraid to ask.

Vale feels a distributor’s biggest mistake is to “overestimate his ability to sell the product in order to secure distribution rights.” Adds Broome about Kinetic’s flexible approach toward rights: “We want to be fair to the producers. We say, if you can find another deal, fine, we will take non-exclusive rights. It’s always best to be exclusive, but it is silly to take an exclusive deal in an area you can’t handle.”

Another problem is that some rights, particularly Canadian television rights, are already committed when producers approach distributors, it being accepted industry practice that producers deal directly with the Canadian networks to recover some percentage of production costs. Even the American television market, with its many “windows” through educational and pay television, is more of a revenue source for producers than distributors. Stuart Grant says the bulk of the percentage for an American television sale goes to the filmmaker, but that the distributor makes up for it in the hundreds of print sales available in the U.S. non-theatrical market. Vale insists he is not looking to make money out of the U.S. television market: “I look at it as a source of money for the producers.” He says, reasoning that American television exposure ultimately provides his company with a better product for the non-theatrical market.

Getting involved in production

Few of the Canadian non-theatrical distributors produce films themselves—most claim they simply cannot afford it though most companies will provide filmmakers with completion money, guarantee lab bills, or act as packagers (bringing potential investors together with filmmakers). The Canadian distributor most active in production is probably Magic Lantern: Vale claims one reason he started the company was because the wanted to get involved in Canadian production. “My aim from the start was to build a Canadian collection,” he says, noting the company now circulates over 100 Canadian titles, and adding that he hopes to see 50 percent of the company’s income derived from Canadian productions within a 10-year period. His approach has been to pre-sell projects to the Canadian and American non-theatrical markets, using distribution guarantees to investors as a means of raising production money; he did this with the highly successful children’s drama series The Kids of Degrassi St., produced by Toronto independent Kit Flood and Linda Schuyler and pre-sold to the U.S. educational film distributor Learning Corp. of America.

In 1979, Vale began his own American non-theatrical distribution company, Beacon Films, which began as a mail order business and has grown to a full-service company. One of his objectives with Beacon is to give Canadian productions a higher profile in the U.S. non-theatrical market. “Canada has always had a tremendous reputation for subjects and not just the National Film Board,” notes Vale; but he adds that, until a few years ago, Canadian short subjects were getting in released without any recognition as Canadian films.” According to Vale, Beacon looks to Canada as its main source of supply as while the company does get to releasing only in Canada, it only invests in Canadian productions.

The smaller way

Distributors like Magic Lantern, International Tele-Film, and Marlin have large catalogues which offer buyers a wide selection from almost any area within the non-theatrical sector. But some companies are taking a different approach: specialization within a narrower segment of the market. Kinetic, for example, specializes in a price range of 200-450 prints as compared to the bigger distributors, but they are concentrated in the health and human relations market: the company has built up a strong collection of films about women’s issues. For example: Frances Broome says she looks for the type of film that “improves the quality of life.” She notes, for a budget of $10,000 to promote one film, this may mean a film that teaches better communications, sales, or managerial skills. Of her company’s biggest successes was Killing Us Softly about the reasons for the non-use of women in the workplace. She has built up a strong collection of films, but new customers and new markets as well. She says Kinetic re-evaluates the sales potential of each of its films individually, discarding those that do not find films from its catalogue, keeping the numbers down and the quality high. She also has one full-time staff member who is “in the job to see that they are not sitting on the shelf,” ensuring that no production will get lost in the shuffle of the company’s organization. This strategy of providing buyers with quality rather than just quantity will continue to give Kinetic good results in the shrinking marketplace.

Mobius International of Toronto, founded three years ago by Marilyn Belec, is a paradox of the small, aggressive distribution company getting ahead by offering quality films and good service. I have turned down a lot of films, balancing out the subjects which were not enough covered or the technical quality was not up to the level of our collection. Essentially, every single film we’ve got is an award-winning film” says Belec. She began as a producer, and her company distributes five of her own educational films. She is general manager of the company’s distribution wing which handles 30 odd films.

Marilyn Belec turned to distributing her own films because she felt no distributor could offer her a better deal than the one she could get for herself. She began her company with one film, taking a 10-hour half-hour docu-drama film to her producers, and claims that many of her past films. She heavily researches all her productions, and claims that many of her past films have developed in reaction to how poorly previous films had handled the subjects. As a producer, Belec knows her audience will be teenagers, and she says “Kids like the truth, they like to be able to identify issues from where they are feeling things, otherwise it isn’t going to work for them.” But as a distributor, Belec also knows something else to the non-theatrical market: “In order for teenagers to see the films, they have to be bought by adults. It is important for filmmakers to understand that. If people who buy don’t like it, the kids don’t see it!”

Buyers won’t pay for what they can’t use, which is why distributors now are after well-researched, well-planned, and strongly marketable educational films more than ever. “I can’t afford to put thousands of dollars into a film that isn’t going to sell, or I won’t stay in business,” says Belec. Film librarians are buying what they need, not extras. “The money available to independent producers is probably left right now than it was a few years ago,” Philip Belec points out that quality Canadian productions are valuable to distributors not only because they sell well in the domestic market, but because they allow Canadian distributors access to the lucrative American market. He notes that only Mobius Canadian productions have really been able to sell well in the States since the company opened an American office last year in New York. More producers are finding it attractive to deal with smaller distributors.
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feeling their films will be given more attention, and knowing that if a smaller distributor must market its films more aggressively, that means a greater individual return to the producer. Last year, producers David Springbett and Heather MacAndrew of Asterisk Films in Toronto both sold a production to a large distributor and themselves distributed one of their own films in the Canadian non-theatrical market. They gave a large Canadian distributor exclusive rights to their 13-part series, The World's Children, but were dissatisfied when that distributor could not get them a single television sale; the distributor's response was that the 15-minute-length of each segment made them unsuitable for the television market. But having got back some of the rights after winning a breach of contract dispute, Springbett and MacAndrew themselves negotiated a sale to CBC Northern Services.

Springbett says the lesson learned was "before you give away rights, be sure the person is capable of exploiting those rights." Both he and MacAndrew admit there are advantages to going with a large distributor: prestige, security ("no worry about bankruptcy"), and often assistance in raising money; but their attitude now is that less mainstream productions can get lost within a big company and that filmmakers shouldn't hesitate to be selective as to who will distribute their films. MacAndrew notes that when filmmakers are starting out, "you're so flattered to have anyone pick up your film. Some filmmakers go with the first distributor they talk to. With experience comes more bargaining power."

Glen Salzman of Cinelinks agrees that a producer's most common mistakes is to give away all of a production's rights; he says that in their dealings with non-theatrical distributors, Cinelinks now sees itself as primarily television producers. His partner Rebecca Yates feels that at some point, for right or wrong reasons, all filmmakers have felt that their distribution deals were not giving them full value, but she adds that producers must trust their distributors and not set their expectations too high. Salzman points out that the perceived "rip-off" of a distributor's small cheque is often a distortion by the filmmaker. "After you finish a film, you always think it's great, but maybe not two years later. Also, you always expect more than you get," but Yates adds, "Sometimes distributors dig their own grave. They talk extraordinary figures." She cautions filmmakers to be aware of how their productions are being marketed by distributors.

**Doing it yourself**

Producers who have distributed films themselves usually develop a genuine respect for distributors and the work their job involves. Asterisk distributed its 1981 production, A Moveable Feast in the Canadian non-theatrical market as a means of recovering production costs. David Springbett says that giving his own film made him realize "how much distributors earn their commission. It was a positive thing. We used to think that to make the film was the end of your responsibility; now we are much more aware of the value of marketing and publicity."

Degrassi St. producers Kit Hood and Linda Schuyler used to distribute their own films in Canada but gave it up as production demands became too great. "It got to the point where we couldn't do both," says Schuyler, adding that she found the distribution routine, with its costs of preview prints, reels, cans, jiffy bags, shipping charges, postage, and the price of continually replacing damaged footage, "too nickel and dimey for us." She says expenses for selling a half-hour educational film at $500 per print often totalled $150 or more. Now that Schuyler is out of distribution, she feels the most important things between a filmmaker and a distributor are trust and enthusiasm; to sell the film, a producer must sell her own film, often she could see only the film's weaknesses, whereas she now recognizes how a film is seen by distributors: its length and its subject matter. At 40 minutes, the film is too long for the television half-hour, too short for the television hour, and an awkward length for the classroom; also, many distributors say that the market is already saturated with quality films about disability, which haven't made sales easy. Still, The Breakthrough was bought by the Canadian Television Network (CTV) in 1981, though the network has yet to broadcast the program.

Lillie defends The Breakthrough, calling it "an act of the heart" by two filmmakers, and saying that the sale to CTV demonstrates the film's value, even if it has yet to be broadcast. But for any other projects, Lillie feels his company would not approach outside investors without a competent understanding of how the project would be distributed. "At the best of times, film is a speculative investment," says Lillie. "Unless you are honestly able to offer that chance of making good, yet it is in your own knowledge, then it's not even a good speculative investment. Ultimately, it's not just the making of good films, but knowing you have a real prospect of distribution."

**The future**

With the Canadian non-theatrical market effectively shrinking, distributors will have to look for new markets, as well as existing ones more efficiently. One important future market is video, as well as existing ones more efficiently. One important future market is video, and Springbett notes video sales haven't caught on in the educational market the same way they have in the home market. Bob Vale feels customer investment in 16mm equipment remains significant enough to
Going the alternate route

“The largest distributor of independently produced Canadian films in the universe,” is how Natalie Edwards playfully describes the Canadian Filmmakers Distribution Centre (CFMDC). Founded in 1967 as a collective organization, the CFMDC has over 400 members and over 1000 films in its catalogue, ranging in such areas as experimental and animated film, social documentary, drama, the arts, nature, leisure, travel, and sports.

The Centre was formed “to benefit the filmmaker above and beyond all points,” according to Edwards, its current director. It offers filmmakers higher percentages than any other distributors — 60-70 percent of gross revenues, compared to the average deal of 30 percent offered by the commercial distributors. But because the organization is grant-supported, the CFMDC does not compete in the same market as the unsubsidized, commercial, non-theatrical distributors. “It would not be fair,” says Edwards.

Also because of its grant support, the Centre will not refuse to distribute a Canadian independent film, though Edwards concedes she cannot guarantee filmmakers any specific return. Membership in the CFMDC costs $12 a year. In return, a filmmaker has his or her film catalogued, indexed, prepared for distribution (affixed with red and green leader and the CFMDC logo), and promoted on the market. As well, the Centre provides information on film festivals and sales events, on how to get educational and Canadian content certificates, plus, if the film merits it, help in getting sub-distribution in the United States, Great Britain, and Australia. The organization also publishes a newsletter five times a year.

The Centre is currently being re-organized, a process which began in August, 1981, when Edwards took control of the CFMDC and learned that its deficit was 50 percent larger than she had been led to expect. She is still working at reducing that deficit by cutting expenses, renting out extra space at the Centre’s Front St. offices in Toronto, and strictly accounting for all costs. Edwards feels pay television will offer a great potential market for packages and series of Canadian films now in the Centre’s library, and currently is pursuing this project.

Edwards considers the relationship between the CFMDC’s national office in Toronto with its British Columbia branch, the CFMDWest, which began in 1978, as “the ideal relationship between a central body and a provincial group.” She describes the western body as “a true collective.” Since, virtually all the province’s independent filmmakers, and notes the group’s sales are up over 1000 percent since its inception. At its 1982 general meeting, the B.C. group voted for financial autonomy and the right to make its own policy decisions, which Edwards considers to be very healthy for the organization.

An example of the group’s collective strength can be seen in its negotiations with the Canadian Broadcasting Corp. for 16 half-hours of regional programming that the network wanted for its Pacific Wave series. Since the group represents nearly all the province’s independent filmmakers, they were able to set the price at $25 a minute, says Edwards, who maintains the network “wouldn’t have paid nearly as much if the Centre was not there.” Almost in the same breath, she adds “Of course, the price should have been ten times as much,” identifying a familiar problem for independents: getting a higher percentage of production costs covered by the Canadian networks. “Obviously, they (the CBC) should be a major supporter of Canadian independent filmmakers. Now, they’re a modest supporter,” says Edwards. “I commend what they have done, criticize what they have not done.”

One-third of the CFMDC’s titles are experimental films, and Edwards figures that her organization is the only one in North America which employs a full-time staff member to handle experimental film distribution. Sales and rentals of these films contribute “a significant amount of the CFMDC’s gross,” according to David Poole, the Centre’s experimental film officer. Poole feels the substantial revenue the CFMDC earns from experimental film, influenced the Canada Council’s decision to start a 1982 program which helps defray the cost of screening experimental films in artist-run galleries.

Edwards feels that the CFMDC, by offering independent filmmakers exposure within the industry as well as individual advice, criticism, and encouragement, has kept many struggling careers alive within the tough independent production sector. She feels it would be difficult to start up such an organization in the eighties: the Centre’s objectives she says, are not financially lucrative and at times they are barely feasible. But she is committed to keeping the group going: “We are set up to benefit the filmmaker, and it’s hard to stay alive.”

Grant feels the future is going to be tough for the non-theatrical distributors. He admits some markets remain untapped, and a share still remains of the present market, but feels that in the next year to eighteen months, it will be difficult for any business to show substantial growth.

Vale disagrees. He claims Magic Lantern recently had its best two months ever, and the company expanded to a seven-person sales force in March. “My theory is that when economic times are tough, this is a very safe industry to be in. Budgets are cut, not eliminated,” says Vale, noting that the non-theatrical sector fluctuates with in a much narrower economic range than feature film.

“Is the proper time to be expanding in the marketplace. We are not feeling the effects of the recession to the same degree as someone in construction or car sales.”

“Everyone should realize the distributor is on the side of the producer. The distributor wants to make just as much money,” says Frances Broome, and the comment in many ways signifies the future of the Canadian non-theatrical distribution sector. For both distributor and filmmaker to survive tough economic times, both realize they must work together to create high-quality productions which can make a dent in the marketplace. Filmmakers have always been told how much they need distributors, but Canada’s non-theatrical distributors have been shrewd enough to understand how much they need filmmakers.
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